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The Controversial Leader

Dr Herbert Vere Evatt
with a discussion on the writing of biographies
Thirty years ago, in the 40s, 50s and 60s, Dr Evatt was renowned as a lawyer,
a Justice of the High Court, a parliamentarian, a member of the Cabinet and,
for one year, Presient of the Assembly of the United Nations.
What is his status now?

Dr Peter Crockett has spent many years studying this man.
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AWU Training Centre
61 Drummond St, Carlton

(near Queensberry St)
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Or Peter Love

Discussion/Light Refreshments
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Lloyd Edmonds, Secretary
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Labour Day
It's 138 years old.
We always celebrate
Labour Day. This year we had
a meeting on the steps of
Parliament House. This is the

site of the place where in 1856
the leaders of the stonema

Jim Garvey died in his
sleep on Thursday 17 March

ognise that the working man
was a human being with his

1994. He was one of the last

own needs and aims which

were recognised in the commu
nity.
Another commemoration

of the Eight Hours Day was

spoke to their member who
were working there. They told

held by the Historical Graves
Committee. Another mason,

the masons of the position in
the industry. The masons
downed their tools and joined

John Anderson, later super
vised the building of a Light
House at Cape Otway.
The Labour Historical

union to celebrate the occasion

that night in the Belvedere
Hotel. The slogan,8 hours

Hall Council. In addition the
Committee invited the Armed

and attended every meeting.

Services. The RAAF planes
flew overhead, a bugler played

ence that is held every sec
ond year.

the Last Post - this was in
honour of John Anderson. His

Jim was a stalwart of

Labour History. He collected
documents and pamphlets
issued by branches of the

show.

Jim and his deceased
wife Stella were devoted to
one another. The two were

A Special Recorder
The Society is publishing a 12 page Special Recorder to
celebrate the 25th anniversary of Labour's finest hour, the Penal
Powers Victory of 1969. It is 25 years to the day when Clarrie
O'Shea was imprisoned on 14 May 1969.

We will publish 10,000 copies. We will send a copy to the

regular readers of the Recorder. The rest of the copies will be
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He also attended the Confer

descendants, altogether about
40 people, were also there.
Altogether it was quite a

work,8 hours recreation and 8

sold at 30 cents a copy.

came a valuable member of
the Melbourne Branch.
Sam Merrifield returned
from the conference in
Queensland that decided to

then became a devoted mem
ber of our Branch. He be
came an executive member

chairman, the Governor of

joined the members of the

History Society. Jim was a
good Labour man. He be

and as speakers, John Cain,
ex-premier, and John Half
penny, Secretary of the Trades

vour of a 48 hour week instead
of a 60 hour week.
At this historical site John

as Messrs Linacre and Mitchell

bourne Branch of the Labour

Victoria, Sir Richard McGarvie,

Graves Committee had, as

ployers, some of whom,such

members of the group who
were asked by Sam Merrifield
to form, in 1960, the Mel

form an organisation to study
Labour History. He asked the
Pioneers of Progress to form
the Melbourne group. Jim

who had stopped work in fa

Brumby MLA Leader of the
Labour Opposition celebrated
the pioneers of the 8 hours
movement. He spoke of the
happenings in 1856 particularly
of the role played by the em

Jim Garvey

hours rest was the first to rec

sons, Galloway and Stevens

their comrades from other sites

Death of

Movement.

partners in their activities.
They provided refreshments
and flowers at our meetings.

They are a loss to our branch
and to the Labour movement.

Disturbing
THE War
The war against Vietnam and
its impact on Meibourne Catholics.

on which Australian participation
in the American war in Vietnam

Disturbing the War was more than
active against the Vietnam War.

was based and gave religious
justification for that war.
•However, a growing number

As a result of his actions his

of Melbourne Catholics came to

Val Noone, the author of

lifestyle was changed. He trans
formed himself from a priest to a
lay person. After being a priest for
ten years he followed a variety of
jobs - a labourer, a driver, a proof
reader in The Age. He studied
and passed his doctorate. He is
now a lecturer at the Victoria

College of Technology. From his
experiences in the movement
against the war he wrote this
comprehensive study of the
development of a peace con
sciousness in the minds of many
Victorian people.
He had a contrasting group
of archbishops. He had Dr
Mannix, then Dr Simonds and Dr

Knox followed by Sir Frank Little.
Each one had a different ap
proach. Most of the senior mem
bers of the episcopal body how
ever were war men. On the cover

of this book is a photograph that
was published in the Tribune in
September 1957. This early
photograph shows a group of
bishops and some members of
the church establishment meeting
the President of Vietnam Ngo
Dinh Diem (with Mr B A
Santamaria the only Australian
layman present). From the begin
ning of the war support for the
pro-war force is evident.
Probably there are four main
points in his book:
•Powerful individuals and
forces in the Catholic Church in

Melbourne fuelled the propaganda

Secular

Who's Who
A biographical directory of
Free Thinkers, Secularists, Ra
tionalists and Humanists and
others involved in Australia's
Secular Movement from 1850

onwards has been written by Ray
Dahlitz.

The author commenced his

believe, in varying ways and

free thought apprenticeship in

degrees, that this attitude was

1949 as Treasurer of the Mel

based on lies, involved large scale
killing of civilians and was contrary
to their understanding of the
teachings of Jesus. It was unjust
and imperialist.
•Leadership in peace work
was given by some Catholics but
usually by individuals and groups

bourne University Freethinking
Society, then as journeyman

outside the Catholic Church.

•By participating in a commu
nity based mass peace movement
Melbourne Catholic peace work
ers contributed to gaining the
withdrawal of Australian troops
from Vietnam and the abandon

ment of conscription.
Reading a biography by
Brian Buckley of Sir Phillip Lynch

(the book is titled Lynched we are
not told why) one gets the impres
sion of things happening to Phillip
Lynch. He stands for Parliament
and is elected; he is chosen by Mr

committee member of the Ration

alist Society of Victoria and more
recently, for a short period. Board
Secretary of the Rationalist Asso
ciation of Australia Ltd. He is

currently President of the Human
ist Society of Victoria, a member
of the Rationalist Association of

NSW,the Atheists Society and the
Australian Skeptics Inc.
Three years research was
required for the book Secular
Who's Who. More than 60 photo

graphs, two hundred entries, 300
organisations and 2000 refer
ences are included but it is much
more than a collection of bio

graphical entries in a glorified
family tree. It is essentially a

history book recording the growth
of secular, non-religious ideas in

find him in a different role as a

modern day Australia.
The book will be launched by
Nick Renton, National President of

devout parishioner at Frankston

the Council of Australian Human

who is a war man and a keen one.

Why was he chosen as a Minister

ist Societies from 5pm to 7pm on
26 April 1994 at the home of the

for War?

author, 4 ^ i a/1 c/a i e Avenue

And Mr B A Santamaria's
role is clear from the start. He

Balwyn.
If you want to celebrate these

supported the war from the begin

people and also the author who
has spent years working on the
material in the book phone 857
9717 to tell them you will be there.

Gorton as Minister for War. How

ever in the work by Val Noone we

ning and he never let up.
Mr Val Noone is meticulous

in documenting his opinions. His
book is well worth buying and
studying. It is a very good work.
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The 1989 Airline Pilots

Dispute
Phillip Deery
The controversial dispute be

ex-Ansett pilot who was

tween the Australian Federation
of Air Pilots and the Hawke

Labor Government, the ACTU
and the airline management

present at the meeting, argued
that the dispute was not prima
rily over a pay claim - as was
commonly assumed at the time

has not yet entered folklore.

- but involved a deliberate

The bitterness is too fresh, the

attempt to limit if not destroy
the power of the Federation

psychological scars too deep,

eral Court. During the meeting
Hawke is alleged to have told
Abeles:'hit as hard as you can,
quick as you can. Carte
blanche from me'. The min

utes, if accurate, suggest
collusion between the govern
ment, airline managements,
the ACTU (Hawke conducted a
telephone conversation with
Kelty during the meeting) and

given to ASSLH members on
27 February 1994 by Nev

within an airline industry that
was soon to be deregulated.
Whether or not one accepts the
premise of 'union bashing', the
range of repressive measures
used against the pilots was
extraordinary. These included

mission (Hawke allegedly said
'[Justice] Coleman will move
quickly').

Hunter, a former official of the

the prompt use of the military,

Hunter and Paterson described

Pilots Federation. His back

in this case the RAAF leased
out to Ansett and Australian

in considerably, fascinating
detail how the dispute,from

Airlines at bargain prices; the
waiving of landing fees nor

towards its climax (the mass

the accusations of conspiracy
too virulent to allow history give
its detached verdict.
That the wounds were still raw
was clear from an address

ground and his politics defied
glib generalisations and smug
assumptions about airline pi
lots: previously he worked as a

the Industrial Relations Com

their perspective, unravelled

Newcastle,then a school

ment of the Prime Minister to

teacher and active member of

pursue common law damage
suits against the pilots; the

resignation of the pilots), its
denouement (the return of 28%
of the pilots to the airlines
under individual contracts), and
its long, unresolved aftermath.

Federal Government's 'recom

In 1994 the tourist industry,

pense payments' to idle em
ployees in the industry.
Much emphasis was placed

crippled by the dispute, has

fitter and turner in industrial

the left-leaning NSW Teachers
Federation before joining TAA
in 1965. This was the first myth
he exposed. Of greater impor
tance was his demythologising
of the 1989 dispute.
Hunter's address raised several

issues pertinent not merely to
the pilots themselves but for the
union movement generally.
Many of these issues evaded
public scrutiny then and have
rarely been aired since. Both
the speaker and Alex Paterson,
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mally payable to the Civil Avia
tion Authority; the encourage

during the address on a 'secret'
meeting in the office of the
Prime Minister on 15 August,

three days prior to the dispute.
The meeting existed only as a

recovered; the aviation industry

has returned, via the demise of
Compass and Ansett's pur
chase of East-West, to a

defacto two airline agreement;
but the ex-pilots still carry

painful scars. Thanks to Nev

tially denied it occurred - until

Hunter the members of the
Melbourne branch of the

1991 when minutes were sub

ASSLH now know why.

rumour - the Government ini

poenaed and read in the Fed

A Personal Account
I identify myself by saying
that I am a friend and colleague

the absolute hypocrisy of the

working man, but he joined the

man.

Queensland Militia in 1919 at

of Nev Hunter and Alex
Paterson.

Bearing in mind that as a
Labor Prime Minister, he pub
licly declared war on a group of
workers,(and that is what I am
and was), simply because he
publicly wasn't about to have
the "Accord" destroyed. The
reality was, that his mate
Abeles, was calling the shots,
although I do not doubt that

the age of fourteen and served
until he was 45, including full
time service during the war. He
didn't qualify for secondary
school I gather, which must

Nev in fact has asked me

to provide him with some data
on the pilots' dispute for his
visit to the Labor History Con
ference which I understand is
to be held later this month. I

spoke with Alex yesterday, and
he mentioned that he had a

letter from you and gave me
your address, it occurred to me
later that I might write directly
to you with some of the per
spective of the situation as its
affects a number of pilots in
cluding me.
It shall remain beyond my
understanding how a political
party with the strength and
diversity of the ALP has al
lowed itself to be railroaded by
the likes of Hawke, Keating,
and a number of others who

presently claim allegiance to it
purely as a means of self
servience and self promotion.
Hawke's rise to the level of

monetary wealth he now en
joys, is somewhat meteoric,
bearing in mind that in January
1992 he claimed in an interview

with Michelle Grattan, then of

The Age, that he had to pro
ceed to further employment
because of family and mort
gage commitments. With that
he ensconced himself in a

luxury apartment in a luxury
hotel, and is now, at least from

a public perception, a multi
millionaire.
None of which would
bother me had it not been for

Kelty didn't like his "Accord"
torn up either.(Remember, in
the Sunday Herald-Sun, 14 July
1991, Kelty tore it up himself).
During the years of the "Ac
cord",(any time I say it I am
reminded of Mick Young's

speech about "The Chair"),
statistics show that the rich
increased their wealth in this

have meant that he failed his

Scholarship exam. He was a
tailor all of his life. His greatest
attribute was one of service.

He believed in giving service.
He must have instilled that in

me because I also served in

the RAAF, and I have two sons

presently serving in the RAAF,
and another who wants to join.
He would be staggered to
see how a party such as the
Australian Labor Party had
allowed itself to become the

country by the order of 30%,

arm of big business at the
expense of the working class

while at the same time, the

from which we come.

workers' level of wealth reduced

In my case, I did not learn
to fly at taxpayers' expense in

by 11%.
If this was the brief given
by the Australian Labor Party

the RAAF. I paid for my own

and its industrial arm to the

while I was in the RAAF. With

Labor government, then it is a

a wife and two month old baby

different party from the one I

I left the RAAF and went to

understood it to be.

Townsville for a year to work
as a flying instructor and char

My late father was a work
ing man all of his life, and I am
glad he was not alive to see the
likes of Hawke destroy the
career to which I aspired,
achieved, and worked bloody
hard for, destroyed. I am also
glad that by the time the dispute
commenced, my mother was
well and truly unable to compre
hend any of it, as she was long
since overtaken by Alzheimers
Disease.

Not only was my father a

flying training at an Aero Club

ter pilot. After a year I spent
the last cent we had to get an
instrument rating.
In March 1970 I was

employed by Ansett.
In August 1989, I was
sacked and sued by Ansett
when the Airbus 320 which I

was flying to Perth broke down
in Adelaide and was mechani

cally unserviceable. My First
Officer was likewise termi
nated.
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The Ansett lawyer stood
up in court and acknowledged

his funeral, word was received
of another colleague found

that the aircraft was indeed

dead in his bed from a massive
heart attack. He was in his

scabbed, plus a few others who
had a high profile in the AFAR
at one stage or another.
One of the things about

early fifties, and had been dead

the AFAR which fails to be

for two weeks. A few weeks

understood by Mr and Mrs

unserviceable, and that the writ
was erroneous.

Of course, the events of

the dispute had overtaken any
possible hope of justice and
right being served to anyone,

ago another died without warn
ing of a brain haemorrhage. He

because the dictates of Abeles

It would be a hard pill to
swallow to accept that all of

has been approved by Hawke
and Kelty on 15 August 1989.
Once the carte blanche order

pay rise of 30% before over
time in the scab personal con
tract.

As you are probably also
aware, the personal cost to
many pilots and their families
has included not a few deaths.

To date, in Victoria, the

count is seven premature
deaths of pilots' wives or pilots
themselves. The first was three

years ago, when a 51 year old
B767 Captain died when oper
ating a Bobcat which killed him.
Two scabs turned up to his
funeral. He had served Ansett

for 29 years.
Then two wives of pilots

was 46.

these are coincidental.
Nev Hunter asked that I

Public is that it is an extremely
democratic organisation. The
road to the dispute itself was
membership driven, and the
crew room complaints about
falling relativities were long and
wide and vociferous. Also, the
dissatisfaction with the com

should provide details of the
sackings of pilots. There were
67 pilots who were terminated
by means of a writ issued in the

deep. It was the duty of the
Branch members to report this

Supreme Court of Victoria. In

to the Executive and it was only

addition. Executive members of

after a stop work secret ballot
that action could be taken by

the Australian Federation of Air

Pilots were also sued by their
companies. Further, writs were
also issued against Executive
members of the AFAR by the
pinnacle of Australian business
at the time, Keith Williams of
Hamilton Island.

So, I received two writs,

pany management was very

constitutional means. It
seemed to me that 95% of

pilots who voted wanting action
was somewhat democratic.

Oddly, I wasn't at a
stopwork because I was on
flying duties away from a port
where a meeting was held.

one from the company termi
nating my twenty year employ

Four and a half years of
unemployment is a hell of a

ment as a result of a mechani

died of cancer, one of which

cal breakdown of my aircraft,

was a possible stress related
occurrence. They died within
three days of each other.
The wife of another pilot,
also B767 Captain, died sud
denly two years ago, and left a
5 year old daughter. Her hus

and one from Williams. I should

price to pay, but never too high
not to be a scab, such people
now sanitised by the media in a

have received three, but for

dispute which curiously never

some strange reason they

seems to have occurred, de

didn't list me on the Executive

spite the fact that the taxpayers

when they were flashing the
writs around early in the piece.

paid an absolute fortune (re

At the moment I have on

member Hawke stating on TV
that whatever it was to cost,
then that was what the nation

band suicided in October last

loan from the AFAR, the tran

and left the daughter an or
phan. There can be no doubt
that had he been flying that
would never have happened.

script of the court proceedings
of the case mounted against
the AFAR, so if there is any
item you might like more detail
on, please let me know.
Of the 67 pilots who were
individually sued, 18 scabbed.

would have to pay to defeat the

Of the Executive Members of
the AFAR who were sued, one

Like St Augustine, I pray to the
Lord,"Teach me to forgive the

He missed his career dread

fully. Five scabs turned up to
that funeral in some strange
sense of sympathy. Why? They
pulled the trigger. The day of

pilots), and the cost to the
nation has been reported at 3
billion dollars!
I wonder how Hawke's

house is going, and whether he
has entertained Abeles yet?

scabs - but not yet!"
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The Frank Butler Affair :
OR Life Under the Carrington Cranes
Bob James

In the Newcastle Morning
Herald for 12 August 1897 Mr
Frank Butler is featured, with a
sketch done from life, in what

He was at this time aged
27. When he was only 19, in
1889, he had been selected as
his Union's delegate to the

used to be called a manner

Ballarat Colonial Trades Con

befitting 'a coming man'. And
why not? The article listed his

gress. After this Hera/d article,
in the last months of 1897, he

labour' would in some circles of

historians even today condemn
him to the file of the unworthy.
Secondly, the bias against
anyone outside the capital
cities, labourite or not, operates
still and would also, by itself, be
sufficient to explain his invisibil
ity. Thirdly, there is, in this

further improved his position by
being elected President of the
Eight Hour Day Demonstration

case, Butler's unfashionable

instrumental in forming in 1888,
and as delegate for Eight Hour
Day celebrations to Trades

Committee, President of the

beliefs and the fact that he was

Northern District Assembly of
Political Labour Leagues and

Hall. It also listed his influential

as the Labour candidate for

work among the crane drivers
during the Maritime Strike

Wickham. There is every indi
cation here of a young man

found to have strayed from the
narrow path of righteousness.
The study and the writing of
Labour History has long been

when, it is said, "the Crane

who is confident, determined

Employees was the only union

Butler has a political career in
mind and has already make his

and able, someone with just
the right mixture of flair and
competence to be very suc
cessful in labor politics. But
have you ever heard of him? I
hadn't until 1 chanced upon his

mark:

st07 in looking for material

Mr Butler, as a young man,
proved himself an able platform

about the celebration of the

positions at the time as Presi
dent of the Crane Employees
Union, which he had been

to return to work on the terms

upon which they came out.'
The Herald makes it clear that

speaker and, at the last general

eight hour day.
There are a number of

election, was the chosen candi

possible reasons for his having

date of the Political Labour

sunk into obscurity in the inter
vening years, the most obvious
being his actual progression

League... It is his intention to
contest the Wickham seat at

the next general election and
judging from present appear
ances, he considers his pros
pects of success particularly
bright.^

beyond this point at the begin
ning of 1898, but I'll come back

in the hands of what amounts

to an ideologically-based fac
tion with a very narrow view of
eligibility. Anyone of these
people looking at Butler's story
would have passed him by as
unsuitable for canonisation. I

need to explain this a little
more.

It has not been fashion

able in Labour History to admit
that members of organisations
in competition with Socialist, or
Communist groupings or with
officially-designated Labour
Parties, the ALP, or LangLabour, etc, could, at the same
time, be staunch labour sup

porters. The factionalism within

to that in a moment. Let's
consider some of the other

the labour movement has

reasons first. His being 'of

meant that labour historians

NMH 12 Aug. 1897
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have not regarded membership
of friendly societies or the
Freemasons or even co-opera
tives as being in the same
league as membership of the
'significant' bodies. Even to
mention this bias was, in some
circles, the sign of a trouble
maker or it was an attempt to
introduce divisiveness or it was

carrying a concern for the
quaint relics of labour's pre
history too far. An interest in
co-operativism or friendly soci
eties was only allowed to be
mentioned as part of the exotic,

pivotal role played by such
beliefs as co-operativism and it
certainly does not like acknowl
edging that its membership
was anything other than saintly.
The need to overturn this

neglect must be emphasised.
The labour movement only

gaged in 'industrial matters'.
And in Frank Butler's case we

are considering someone who
was more than just a supporter.
He was an imaginative and
determined initiator.
He told the Herald\n Au

gust 1898, that it was shortly

exists because it was, and is,

after the Maritime Strike of

made up of these characteris
tics now regarded by some as

1890 that the idea struck him

unmentionable. The Druids and

the co-operators were not just
incidental, they were absolutely
vital to the shape and texture of

that the 'time had arrived for

the crane employees to go in
for co-operation'. He perceived
that 'it was an industry that
could be worked without the

the labour movement. Without

intervention of a contractor.' He

rather bizarre time before trade

these now-forgotten elements

was able to convince his mem

unions were established.

the movement could not have

bers that the depressed condi
tions of the early 1890s was an
opportunity and 'it was then the
employees decided to try and
work the cranes on co-opera
tive lines.' It is worth noting that
Butler was in fact the Managing
Director of the Carrington Co

Trade unions were, by

achieved what it has achieved.

definition, modern and scientific

Equally, without these ele

and required no ritual, no funny
hats or funny beliefs, and in the

ments it would not have taken

the particular path that it has.

battle for the heart and soul of

Whether we think the move

an increasingly centralised,
city-run movement, proponents
of communality and of localised
self-help became part of the

ment has failed to live up to its

outmoded and unfashionable

debris swept aside in favour of
the heroic struggle for so-called
'industrial polities'. Frank Butler
was at the time he presided
over the 1898 Eight Hour Day

ideals or not, it cannot be un

derstood if we leave out signifi
cant pieces. This applies with
just as much force to questions
of personal morality. We can

operative Coal Shipping Com
pany but that he, the Herald
and the few people who've
sketched in some wharf history

to understand what 'labour'

over the years have spoken
about this body to have been

meant to such people as Frank

'the trade union' of the

Butler unless we look at the

Carrington crane workers. So

not understand, and we will fail

whole person. In doing this we

enthusiastic was Butler about

clearly mainstream 'labour', but
today he. If brought into public
view, would be regarded as a
triple embarrassment.
Firstly, he was an enthusi
astic Druid, secondly he was
an enthusiastic co-operator and
thirdly he was a thief. Labour
History today does not like
recognising the importance to
the movement of working
men's organisations like the

come to realise the full enor

co-operation as radical politics,

mity of Labour History's failure
up to the present. By attempt
ing a sanitised version of 'in
dustrial politics' Labour History
has not even grasped the
nature of the work experience

that in 1898 he also found time

us now to reconnect with the
realisation that in Frank Butler's

ety. He was elected the first
Chairman of this organisation,
too, what eventually became
the largest consumer co-op in
the southern hemisphere.'The
Store' obviously grew substan

friendly society which was the

time to be a co-operator and a

tially because of its usefulness

Ancient Order of Druids, or the

Druid was part of being en

to working people and because

celebrations in Newcastle
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itself.

As one part of overturning
this neglect it is necessary for

to convene, with a local mer
chant known as 'Mad'

Markham, the Newcastle and

Suburban Co-operative Soci

it was part of the fabric of their
lives yet it too has been an
institution apparently invisible
to labour historians. Markham,

incidentally, was another 'la
bour man' endowed with con

siderable energy and flair, but
unfortunately for his memory,
he was an entrepreneur and
one of the our earliest retail
discounters.

Leaving the consumer co
ops for another time, Butler's
efforts on the wharves is where

I now concentrate our gaze, but
I need to go back in time first.
At present we know very little
about how the wharves actually

ers, the cranemen, the employ
ers' agents, the sailors, the
customs and other police, the
banks and money lenders, the
publicans and the miners, and
others, organised themselves

besides making large ad
vances; and, even then, they
have to run the risk of having
useless men put on board.

and how their various forms of

Friendly Society went on strike
rather than work alongside

organisation interacted. To
repeat myself, at present we
know very little about any of
this. If we took as a guide, the
London situation, we would

make much more of publicans
and public houses than we do
at present. But we just don't
know whether and to what

attention. But the wharves were

extent publicans retained the
powerful 'middleman' position
which they held in early 19thcentury England.^® Just having
to go to a pub to receive your
wages, as continued to happen
into the 20th century at
Carrington, put the publican
into a very powerful position.

the point where a large number
of occupations intersected and
where many opportunities
existed for patronage, corrup
tion, intimidation and exploita
tion. It is most unlikely that

area of supplying seamen to
take ships away, Newcastle,
and Carrington in particular,
had a world-wide reputation.
Crimping was rife and so were

Newcastle wharves were free

methods practised by the mas

of such 'human'complications
or that the labouring men on
the spot simply went to work,
simply received their pay and
simply went home again. Ele
ments of this story include the
replacement of sailing vessels
by steam powered shipping,
and the ways in which the

ters of vessels to pay their men
as little as possible and as
rarely as possible. In 1883 the

worked in Newcastle. The

gradual change from hand,
horse and gravity-controlled
devices to steam and then to

hydraulic powered cranes in
particular has received little

coaltrimmers, the wharf labour

We do know that in the

Herald mote:

We are continually receiv
ing complaints from captains to
the effect that it is impossible to
obtain crews in Newcastle

unless they pay heavy premi
ums to crimps (blood money),

Around the same time,
members of the Coal Trimmers'

'non-union' men, ie, men who

did not belong to the Friendly
Society. Their fear of course
was that any rate contracted for
by their foreman with shipping
agents could be undercut and
their members refused work.

Another part of this jigsaw
puzzle is evidence to the effect
that certain ships, more than
likely those that were steam
powered, could be given pref
erence over sail powered ves
sels,'for a consideration.' Such
a consideration varied from
situation to situation but if as

was set out by a correspondent
to the Herald\n September
1883, coal was held back by
coal owners when a steamer

was expected, sailing ships
could be further delayed, the
cranes rendered idle and then
the collieries themselves didn't
work.''^
In all of this volatile situa

tion, two things stand out - one
is that money changing hands
could alter a decision, the
second is that whether or not a

decision went your way could
depend on how well you and

your group were organised and
how well your spokesperson

M Dorothy George London Life In the XVIIIth Century, Kegan Paul, Trubner, Trench & Co, 1930, pp.289-304
Newcastle Morning Herald, 30 Aug, 1883
^'NMH, 10 Sept,.1883
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words, could swim in the water.

and pay-offs. James Baiiey of
Carrington who began working

There were certain key indi

on the cranes as a horse driver

viduals on the wharves in the

on 11 August, 1890 recalled

late 19th century. These were
the agents 'on the spot', men

that in all weathers the men

could 'negotiate', in other

specifically employed to juggle
orders and possible solutions.
These men often employed
offsiders of varying kinds, to
run messages and to some
times do 'the dirty work'. There
was,for example, in 1883 a
certain Mr John Russell. He
had a contract in 1883 and
later under which he undertook
to have coal delivered into the

holds of certain specified ships
at the Dyke at one penny a ton.
Such an undertaking in itself
involved numerous other peo
ple and occupations. Coal was
mined and brought to the vicin
ity of the cranes. Horses pulled
each wagon into place along
side the vessel and a crane

lifted the coal wagon into the
air over the ship's hold. A pinboss opened the wagon,the

were expected to work 20 to 30
hour shifts for small wages.
These long shifts were a result
of the owners and agents

history of the occupation must
reflect this, not just the bits that
fit some pre-conceived theory.
It's not clear at present what
happened to the 1883'Union',
the Friendly Society, but
McLagan ciaims they began a
new Society in 1885. Around
1887 or 8 it must have col

insisting on orders being filled

lapsed and restarted, but even

immediately a ship was
'okayed' and then, as likely as

so, in the 1890s, the 'crane

not, laying everyone idle until

selves were enthusiastic listen

the next 'rush'. Harry

ers to schemes of 'running their
own show'. This Co-op was not
registered officially until 1896

Galleghan, another local, but a
coaltrimmer, has said:
When the coal ran out, the

boys' as they like to call them

and, for reasons I'll come to, a

money ran out - even if only a
short delay was involved. The

Crane employees organisation

foreman would come down into

after a break of 11 years. Inter
estingly, just as this'Newcastle
Crane Employees Union' was
getting under way the Coal
Trimmers were establishing

the hold and blow out our

candles, and we would have to

sit around, off pay, until the
next consignment arrived ... It
was not unusual for ships of
that day to wait more than 12
months for a cargo ... If a long
delay was likely (the Captain)

had to be restarted in 1909

their'Union' in the form of a

Co-operative.^'*

Mr Bailey recalls that the
1896 Crane Employees co

where they were 'trimmed'.
Labouring 'gangs' on the

For the average sailor it was a

operative increased take home
pay and regularly provided end
of year dividends as well. The

hopeless situation ... They

members worked hard and

contents fell into the hoid

wouid sack most of his crew
and settle down to sweat it out.

wharves had their own foreman

existed on what little casual

were commended by the then

and in the case of coal, owners

work was to be picked up and

Commissioner for Railways.

and shipping agents employed
a 'stevedore' to supervise a
number of gangs. So,someone

oh handouts.""®

They went into the bush in their

The long shifts were a fact
of life despite the Coal Trim

own time to cut timber for

like Russeil, and someone like

mers having participated in the
Eight Hour Day procession in

Butler, as key players, had to
'negotiate' with ali of these
others.
The work itseif was hard

and irregular, again providing
opportunities for favouritism

1885,'86 and '87. The uncer

Butler: at what one would have

tainty of their attempts at or

thought was a triumphant stage

ganisation are a good illustra

of his public career, he suddeniy left Newcastle with £375

tion of how volatile their per
sonal situations were, and any

"'A Coaltrimmer Remembers", NMH,4 May 1968
'A Coaltrimmer Remembers", NMH,4 May 1968
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stabies, the horses also being
owned co-operatively.
So,to return to Frank

belonging to the Carrington Co-

operative Coal Shipping Com
pany, his 'Union'. Other direc
tors becoming suspicious about
his absence and the disappear
ance of his family from
Carrington, broke open the
cash-box and subsequently
called the police. Butler was

and staunch defender of the

Sydney but had lost. In another

people's rights. The judge

he claimed to have been trying

considered that no mitigating

to 'get at Hans the Dutchman'

circumstances existed, that

and had not intended 'to take

Butler was simply a robber and
sentenced him to 4 years jail.
An interesting extension of the

swore that in his cell Butler had
had a conversation with a

context and one reason for all

he was arrested and brought

my earlier preamble is with
regard to Butler's relationship

back to Newcastle to await trial

with a Dutchman, Bertrand.

on charges of misappropriation.
that the charges were well-

The newspaper accounts do
not provide a full story and I
can only conjecture. What

founded and Butler did not

seems to be certain is that

traced to New Zealand where

Witnesses made it clear

the boys down'.^® A policeman

colleague to the effect that he,
Butler, could stop worrying
since 'all the Dutchman's re

ceipts' had been burnt.
Was it simply the case that
the Co-op was losing money

claim innocence. Rather, he

Butler borrowed money from 'a

and that therefore the original
loan could not be repaid? This
would not explain Butler leav

claimed that any ordinary work

stevedore', that is, someone

ing town, since all the Directors

ing man with little experience in
handling thousands of pounds

who was an employee of a coal

would have been responsible

company. This Hans Bertrand
apparently loaned the Com
pany £200 in January, 1898, at

for any failures to repay and

7% interest, a loan which was

to become a public figure But
ler had been spending money

a month would have been

similarly seduced. Further, he
argued, surely the other Direc
tors were equally guilty for
leaving him to cope with the
writing of cheques and the
handling of the heavy responsi
bilities;

Most men would have
sinned under the circum
stances in which he was

to be repaid on 7 December

there were saleable assets.
Was it the case that in his rush

arranged a further loan with

beyond his salary and had
gone into personal debt with

Bertrand, ostensibly for the

Bertrand? This is feasible. But

crane employees' wages but, it
seems,to actually repay the

was it a murkier tale involving

first loan and to allow himself

in order that the Co-op get

something extra. This new loan
was, according to Bertrand's
sworn evidence, to be guaran

1898. Around that date Butler

pay-offs from Butler to Bertrand

placed. He had got into a state
of financial embarrassment by
reason of his insignificant
salary of £11 per month for the
management of the shipping of

teed by the Co-op getting the

certain work? Co-operativism
was something that Butler
seemed to believe in passion
ately. How far would he go to

contract for 1899, but no-one in

make it succeed? I don't know,

the courtroom appears to have

and I can't take this story any

such a large port as Newcastle.

bothered to ask whether the

further at present. But, in con
cluding what we know so far

The men who knew that he

Co-op had been awarded the

was receiving such a salary

contract. If not, why did
Bertrand go ahead with 'the
loan', and if so, why had Butler

that it seems to me that Labour

run off? In one version Butler
claimed to have tried to in

at all useful, tell the full story,

and controlling so much money
were guilty of something like

criminal negligence.^®
Now,this attempt to blame
his comrades does not sound

like your noble trade unionist

about Frank Butler, I repeat

History cannot be a sanitised
view of the past. It must, to be

crease his holding of money by

however blemished or outra

betting with a Chinaman in

geous that story might turn out
to be.

^5 NMH,9 March 1899
^8 WWH, 18 Jam 899
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